World Urban Campaign Events Calendar

Event Details

Event Title: LIVEABLE CITIES: URBANIZING WORLD, MEETING THE CHALLENGE
Date & Time: 24-28 October 2011
Venue Name: Qintai Grand Theatre
Address: 
City: Wuhan
State/Region: 
Country: PR China

Description
The event description will be displayed on the event page. The first 300 characters will be displayed to people browsing events. (No HTML). You may add up to 2000 characters.

The theme of the 47th Congress is: "Liveable Cities - Urbanising World, Meeting the Challenge". This theme reflects the central problem of the acknowledged world wide phenomena of the exponential and inexorable inward flow of people to cities and the consequent rapid expansion of urban development. The city of Wuhan, with its ever increasing population base, has acknowledged the importance of this Congress Theme especially with regard to learning how their particular range of urban, transportation congestion and spatial problems are being dealt with sustainably across the Globe. The Congress will support four workshops exploring the major theme in terms of low carbon environments, sustainable networks, all transportation pathways including waterways, recreational provisions, Heritage and the Green Environment. The Congress will take place in the late autumn 2011 with registration taking place on the 24th October. The actual Congress dates will be from the 25th to the 28th October inclusive. The City is also assembling an attractive series of possible post Congress tours details of which will be made available in due course.

Event Organization

Name of organization: International Society of City and Regional Planners
Event focal point:
E-mail address: isocarp@isocarp.org
Website: www.isocarp.org

Event Categorization:

Event Type:
☐ Conference
☐ Tradershow/Convention
☐ Networking/Meetup
Keywords: Keywords (also known as "tags") are descriptive words used to help people find events based on what the event is about. You may add up to 20 keywords.

Low carbon environments; sustainable networks; Transportation Networks; Heritage and the environment, built and green.

Who should attend? Tell us what types of people should attend your event by entering job titles. You may add up to 20 job titles.

City and Regional Planners from all over the world. The congress is open to any interested individual, party or organisation, young planning professional, expert and interested professional from other related disciplines.